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ABSTRACT

OPTICAL DESIGN AND ANALYSIS OF A RIFLESCOPE SYSTEM

Bayar, Cevdet
M.Sc., Department of Physics
Supervisor: Assoc. Prof. Dr. Akif ESENDEMİR

September 2009, 76 pages

Today, riflescope systems are used widely, mostly by military forces. In this study, a
riflescope working in the visible range (400-700 nm) will be designed. The riflescope
will have 3 degrees field of view and maximum 15 cm total track. Total design
length is limited to 15 cm because a short riflescope is more stabilized than a long
one with respect to thermal instability and vibrational effects. Taken into account the
cost factor, only two types of glasses will be used in the design. One of them is NBK7 a crown glass and the other is N-F2 a flint glass. Moreover, Schmidt-Pechan
prism will be used to construct an erected image. The optical performance analysis of
the design is also carried out for a production ready riflescope system.

Keywords: Riflescope, Monocular, Afocal Optical Design
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ÖZ

NİŞANGAH SİSTEMİNİN OPTİK TASARIMI VE ANALİZİ

Bayar, Cevdet
Yüksek Lisans, Fizik Bölümü
Tez Yöneticisi: Doç. Dr. Akif ESENDEMiR

Eylül 2009, 76 sayfa

Çoğunlukla silahlı kuvvetler tarafından olmak üzere, günümüzde yaygın olarak
nişangah sistemleri kullanılmaktadır. Bu çalışmada görünür bölgede ( 400-700 nm )
çalışacak bir nişangah tasarlanacak. Nişangah 3 derece görüş açısına ve maksimum
15 cm toplam uzunluğa sahip olacak. Kısa bir nişangah, uzun olana göre gerek ısıl
kararsızlık bakımından gerekse olası titreşim etkileri açısından daha kararlı
olduğundan, toplam tasarım boyu 15 cm ile sınırlandırılmıştır. Tasarımında, maliyet
unsuru dikkate alınarak iki cam türü kullanılacaktır. Bunlardan biri ‘crown’ cam olan
N-BK7 diğeri ise ‘flint’ cam olan N-F2 dir. Ayrıca düz bir görüntü elde etmek için
doğrultucu sistem olarak Schmidt-Pechan prizması kullanılacak. Üretime hazır bir
nişangah tasarımı olabilmesi için sistemin optiksel performans analizleri ayrıca
yapılacak.

Anahtar kelimeler: Nişangah, Monoküler, Afocal Optiksel Tasarım
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

Riflescope is an optical device which enables the user to see or view objects at a far
distance as if they were close to the observer. This device has a wide range of use
from private hunting to military guns.

Physically a riflescope basically consists of an objective, an eyepiece and an erecting
system. This optical device is also called as monocular since it is very similar to the
half of a binocular.

The first monocular was designed and introduced to astronomy as a refracting
telescope by Galileo Galilei in 1609 who became the first man to see the craters of
the moon, and who went on to discover sunspots, the four large moons of Jupiter.
Galilean design uses one positive and a negative lens so that an erect image can be
observed [1].
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Although riflescope is one of the most popular optical instruments, the technical
literature on its design and performance details are very rare. Warren J. Smith
explains some basic formulas of riflescope types to determine some of the first order
properties [2]. Some other books were also searched to constitute this study.
Moreover, before starting to our design, the US patent data base was checked and
some of related records are given below as a table.
Table 1.1 Some records related with riflescope designs.

Title

References

No

Riflescope with adjustable eyepiece [3]

patentstorm.us

6598332

Optical system for laser riflescope [4]

freepatentsonline

20060056062

Eyepiece lens group of a riflescope

freepatentsonline

20070188867

patents

US20050094283

patents

US20060221324

system [5]
Compound aspheric ocular for
riflescope [6]
Laser riflescope with enhanced display
brightness [7]

The aim of this work is to design a completely new, cost-effective and easy to realize
monocular system. This design will be designed by using ZEMAX. It is a powerful
optical design software. Sequential and non-sequential optical systems can be
designed and their optical performance analyses can be done by using ZEMAX.

The optical properties of the human eye should be known to decide whether or not a
riflescope design is good in optical performance since the detector of a monocular is
the human eye. Therefore, the optical properties of the human eye will be explained
and a model human eye will be designed to be used for performance evaluation
process of the riflescope designed for this study.
2

To generate an image on the curved retina, the optical system must be designed as an
afocal system. In an afocal optical system, incident and emerging rays are parallel to
optical axis of the system.

Objective
Eyepiece

fe

f0

Figure 1.1 A basic afocal optical system.

The image quality obtained from an optical system is negatively affected by the
aberrations the system has. An optical designer needs to know the theory of
aberrations to be able to minimize them during an optical system design process.
Therefore, it is very vital to be known the theory of aberrations. Basically, there are
two types of aberrations: monochromatic and chromatic aberrations. Monochromatic
aberrations are spherical aberration, coma, astigmatism, field curvature and
distortion. Chromatic aberrations are axial (longitudinal aberration) color and lateral
(transverse aberration) color. All of these aberrations with their theories will be
explained in Chapter 3.

As noted above, riflescope consists of three main parts: an objective, an erecting and
an eyepiece. The objective usually consists of an achromatic lens. These lenses
should have opposite dispersion values to be able to minimize chromatic aberrations
such as axial and lateral color. An erecting system can consist of lenses or prisms.
Prisms are usually chosen to have a cost-effective riflescope. Lenses are usually
chosen as erecting system for special riflescope designs. There are six main eyepiece
types. These are Huygenian, Ramsden, Kellner, Orthoscopic, Symmetrical, or Plössl,
and Erfle [2]. Some of the system specifications such as field of view, angular
resolution and eye relief determine which eyepiece type needs to be chosen. In
Chapter 4, riflescope design will be explained part by part and given details for the
objective, the eyepiece and the erecting systems. In Chapter 5 optical performance of
3

the design will be evaluated. We will use field curvature and distortion diagrams,
longitudinal and lateral color diagrams, image diagram and Seidel diagram to
evaluate optical performance of the design.

Field curvature plot indicates the distance from the image surface to the paraxial
image surface as a function of field coordinate. There are two different field
curvature plots: the tangential and the sagittal. The tangential data are the distances
measured along Z-axis from the image surface to the paraxial image surface in YZ
plane. The sagittal data are the distances measured in the plane orthogonal to the
tangential plane [8].

Moreover, distortion plot can also be used to evaluate performance of the designed
riflescope. Standard distortion in percentage is defined as:

Figure 1.2 Field curvature and distortion diagrams of the design.

Distortion  100 x
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(1.1)

Where the heights of chief and reference rays from optical axis are represented by
ychief and yref, respectively.

All heights are taken to be the image surface radial coordinates at whatever image
surface is defined (the data is not referred to the paraxial image surface). The
reference ray height is computed by tracing a real ray from a very small field height,
and then scaling the results as required. This generalization permits the computation
of reasonable distortion values even for systems not well described by paraxial ray
tracing. For F-Tan (theta) distortion, the reference height for the undistorted ray in a
rotationally symmetric system at paraxial focus is given by the:

y  f tanθ

(1.2)

Where f is the focal length and θ is the angle in object space [8]. The maximum
acceptable value for distortion is 2 %.

The distance from the image surface to the point where a zonal marginal ray
"focuses", or crosses the optical axis is computed and shown in the longitudinal
aberration diagram. The computation is performed only for the on axis field point,
and only for zonal marginal tangential rays as a function of pupil zone. The base of
the plot is on axis, and the top of the plot represents the maximum entrance pupil
radius. There are no units on the vertical scale because the plot is always normalized
to the maximum entrance pupil radius. The horizontal scale is in lens units, and
represents the distance from the image surface to the point where the ray crosses the
optical axis [8].

In lateral color diagram, the data computed are the distance on the image surface
from the intercept of the chief ray at each wavelength to the primary wavelength
chief ray intercept. The base of the plot is on axis, and the top of the plot represents
the maximum field radius. Only positive field angles or heights in the Y direction are
used. The vertical scale is always normalized to the maximum field angle or height.
The horizontal scale is in micrometers [8].
5

Figure 1.3 Longitudinal aberration.

Figure 1.4 Lateral color

6

In addition to this, image diagram can be used for the overall system. The image
diagram shows how the image is seen. This feature simulates the formation of
images by convolving a source bitmap file with an array of PSFs (Point Spread
Functions). Diffraction, aberrations, distortion, relative illumination, image
orientation, and polarization affect the appearance of image simulation diagram [8].

Figure 1.5 Image diagram.

Seidel diagram [8] can also be used to evaluate the overall system with respect to
aberrations. Seidel aberration coefficients are displayed on the Seidel diagram as a
bar chart. The coefficients listed are for spherical aberration (SPHA), coma
(COMA), astigmatism (ASTI), field curvature (FCUR), distortion (DIST), axial
(longitudinal color) (CLA) and lateral (transverse) color (CTR). ZEMAX calculates
Seidel coefficients surface by surface as well as the sum for the entire system. The
units for Seidel coefficients are in waves [8]. Numbers on Seidel diagram represent
surfaces of the optical elements in the design.

7

Figure 1.6 Seidel diagram.
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CHAPTER 2
OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF THE HUMAN EYE

An optical system designer needs to know the optical properties of the human eye
because as noted in Chapter 1 the detector of a monocular is the human eye.
Therefore, it is important that the designer knows what the eye can and cannot
accomplish.

An eye model nearly similar to a real normal human eye helps us to decide whether
or not the designed riflescope gives a high quality image. In other words, if a model
human eye is designed and inserted on exit pupil of the riflescope then image quality
of the designed riflescope can be evaluated in a more realistic way.

The visual process of the human eye is very complex. It is required to have a great
knowledge of how the neural components of vision (retina, visual cortex and other
brain centre) process the retina image. The formation of the retinal image will be

9

investigated in this study because it is the first stage in this complex process and it is
related to this study.

The human eye is a living optical system. Thus, the optical properties of the human
eye do not have the same for everyone. They change from individual to individual.
Moreover, for a given individual, the parameters also change from day to day and
from hour to hour [2]. Therefore, in this study, average values of the optical
properties of the human eye are used.

2.1 The Structure of The Human Eye
The eyeball is almost spherically shaped and approximately 22 mm in diameter. It is
filled with a jellylike substance under sufficient pressure to maintain its shape [2,9].
In Figure 2.1, the horizontal cross-section of the human right eye is seen.

The outer layer has two parts. The front shell is cornea. It is transparent and
approximately spherical with radius of curvature between 6-8 mm. About two-thirds
of the refractive power of the eye is supplied by the cornea.

The rear shell is sclera. It is dense, white, opaque and approximately spherical with a
radius of curvature of about 12 mm [2,9].The iris has an important optical function
through the size of its aperture. It adjusts the eye according to the amount of the
light. That is, it expands or contracts if the environment is very dark or very bright,
respectively. The pupil formed by the iris can range in diameter from 8 mm in very
dark to less than 2 mm under very bright conditions [9].

The lens of the eye has a flexible shape. It is suspended by a lot of fibers around its
ambient. The eye is focused by changing the shape of the lens. A material with the
consistency of thin jelly is present behind the lens. This material is known as vitreous
humor [2]. All of the optical elements of the eye are largely water like (the refractive
index of water is 1.333 and the Abbe number is 55).

10

P
F

N

N′

F′
P′

Figure 2.1 The horizontal cross-section of a mature human right eye [9].

In the Figure 2.1; F, F′, P, P′, N and N′ are the cardinal points of the eye. The first
focal point (F) is located about 15.6 mm distance from the first principal point (P) of
the eye. The second focal point (F′) is at the retina and located about 22.5 mm the
distance from the second principal point (P′) of the eye. The principal planes are
planes of unit magnification. The converging or diverging beam has the same
diameter as the entering bundle on the principal planes [2].
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y

P

Object Point

P′

Image Point
Principal Planes

Figure 2.2 The principal planes of a convex lens [2].

The distance from the first nodal point (N) to retina is about 17.1 mm and the
distance from the second nodal point (N′) to retina is about 16.75 mm [9]. The nodal
points are two axial points such that a ray directed towards the first nodal point
appears to emerge from the second nodal point parallel to its original direction [2]. If
a lens is in the air, then the nodal points and principal points are the same.

θ

N1
Optical Axis
N2

θ

Figure 2.3 The nodal points of a convex lens [2].

In the following tables, values for radii, indices and thicknesses of the optical
surfaces of a normal human eye are shown.
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Table 2.1 Radius, thickness and refractive index of the transparent parts in the eye [10].

R1 (air to cornea) = 7.77 mm
R2 (cornea to aqueous) = 6.40 mm t1 (cornea) =0.6 mm

n1 (cornea) =1.376

t2 (aqueous) =3 mm

n2 (aqueous) =1.336

R4 (lens to vitreous) = - 8.10 mm

t3 (lens) =4 mm

n3 (lens) =1.386 - 1.406

R5 (retina) = - 12 mm

t4 (vitreous) =16.9 mm n4 (vitreous) =1.337

R3 (aqueous to lens) = 12.40 mm

All of these values are commonly accepted by authorities, but they do not give an
adequate idea to optical system designers to evaluate the quality of a designed system
because of the following reasons: The first reason is that surfaces especially lens
surfaces are not exactly spherical. Normally, the surface curvature is flattened
towards to edge of the surface. The second reason is that the refractive indices of the
transparent parts are not uniform.

Refractive index decreases from centre to the edge [9]. It can be seen in Figure 2.1
that the optical axis and visual axis of the eye are not aligned. The angle between the
visual and optical axes is about 5 degrees. The point where visual axis crosses on the
retina is known as macula. The diameter of macula is about between 2.5 and 3 mm.
The center of the macula is known as fovea where the center of sharp vision is
present and its diameter is about 0.3 mm (300 microns) [9].

The field of vision of an eye is almost elliptical and about 150° vertically by 210°
horizontally [2].
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2.2 Optical Characteristics of The Human Eye
The visual acuity (VA) is a measure for the vision quality of the human eye. Thus, the
visual acuity of the eye is one of the more interesting points concerned with vision
because it defines the resolving power of the eye or its ability to recognize small and
fine details of an object which is observed.

One of the methods to measure visual acuity is Snellen eye-chart method. It owes its
existence to a Dutch ophthalmologist, Herman Snellen. Construction of a Snellen
eye-chart is shown in Figure 2.4.

According to Snellen, the letters on the eye-chart are constructed so that the overall
block size of a letter, from top to bottom, or side to side, subtends an angle of 5 arc
minutes at the test distance. The detailed lines within a letter, such as the vertical bar
in the letter T or the horizontal bar in the letter H, are all constructed so that the
width of each "horizontal bar" subtends an angle of 1 arc minute at the test distance.
These angles are chosen from the best data available to Snellen on the minimum
separable resolution of the eye. For Snellen, the normal eye could just resolve a
letter that subtended 5 arc minutes at 20 ft (approximately 6 meters), with 1 arcminute line thickness. In this case the eye is considered "normal" and its visual acuity
is referred to as "20/20 vision" [2,9,11].
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5 arc minutes

Eye
1 arc minute

Test Distance

Figure 2.4 Construction of a Snellen eye-chart letter H to measure visual acuity [9].

The horizontal visual acuity is 5 to 10 % less than the vertical visual acuity. In
addition, the oblique (45°) visual acuity is about 30 % less than the horizontal visual
acuity [2].

The visual acuity at the fovea of the retina is 2 or 20/10 [9]. This is, of course, the
highest visual acuity. Outside the fovea, visual acuity decreases rapidly. The
variation of the visual acuity at the fovea and outside the fovea is shown in Figure
2.5.

Moreover, when the brightness of a scene is decreased, the amount of the light
coming to the eye decreases. Thus, the eye lacks the necessary sensitivity to respond
to low levels of illumination. In this case, the visual acuity drops [9,10]. The
variation of the visual acuity with environment brightness is shown in Figure 2.6.
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Angular seperation from fovea in degrees

Figure 2.5 The variation of visual acuity (relative to the fovea) with the retinal position of the image
[2].

Figure 2.6 The variation of the visual acuity with environment brightness. The dashed lines show the
effect of increased and dotted lines show the effect of decreased environment brightness. The open
circle curve shows the diameter of the pupil [2].
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Luminous Flux

= Lumen (lm)

= 1 cd.sr

Luminous Intensity

= 1 candela (cd)

= 1 lm/sr

2

Luminance

= 1cd/m

1 Lambert (L)

= 104 /п cd/m2

1 Watt/sr

= 683 Lumen at 0.555 µm wavelength

Similarly, the visual acuity of the eye is also related with the contrast of an object. If
the contrast of an object reduces, then the visual acuity reduces [2,9]. This relation is
shown in Figure 2.7.

Visual resolution in-line pairs per minute
Figure 2.7 The relation between an object contrast and visual acuity. The object contrast necessary for
the eye to resolve a pattern of alternating bright and dark bars of equal width. (Maximum brightness:
Bmax = 23 foot-lamberts) [2].

1 Foot-Lambert = 1/ п cd/ft2 = 3.42 cd/m2

Visual acuity is given for white light. In monochromatic light, the acuity is very
slightly higher for the yellow and yellow-green wavelengths and slightly lower for
red wavelengths. In blue (or far red) light, visual acuity is about 10-20 % lower, and
in violet light the reduction in visual acuity is about 20 to 30 %.
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The sensitivity of the eye as a function of wavelength for normal levels of
illumination and also for the dark-adapted eye is shown in Figure 2.8. A standardized
plot of ocular sensitivity used in colorimetry determination is shown in Figure 2.9 (a
), the long-wavelength portion of this curve shown in Figure 2.9(b) is useful in
estimating the visibility of near-infrared searchlights (as used on sniper scopes, etc.)
under conditions where security is desired [2,9,12].

Wavelength

Figure 2.8 The relative sensitivity of the eye to different wavelengths for normal levels of
illumination (photopic vision) and under conditions of dark adaptation (scotopic vision) [9].

Wavelength
(a)

(b)

Figure 2.9 (a) Relative sensitivity of a standardized normal eye of photopic vision to light. (b)
Sensitivity in the near-infrared [2].
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The ability of the eye to align two objects, such as two straight lines, a line and a
cross hair, or a line between two parallel lines is known as Vernier acuity. The
average person can repeat vernier settings to better than 5 arc seconds and that he or
she will be accurate to about 10 arc seconds. Exceptional individuals may do as well
as 1 or 2 arc seconds. Thus, the vernier acuity is 5 or 10 times bigger than the visual
acuity [2,9].

The dark adaptation process can be defined as expansion of the eye pupil to admit
more light when the illumination level is reduced. In this condition, the retina
becomes more sensitive. The adaptation process as a function of time the eye spends
in darkness is indicated in Figure 2.10 [9]. The effect of high and low illumination
levels before adaptation process begins is represented by the upper and lower dashed
curves. For areas subtending more than 5° the threshold is almost constant, but when
the target size is reduced the threshold rises rapidly. The target subtending about 2°
is represented by the curves. The “fovea only” curve indicates that after 5 or 10
minutes. At lower levels of illumination the fovea becomes a blind spot and in that
case the only useful area is the outer portions of the retina [2,9,10].

Fovea only

100 From fovea

Figure 2.10 The adaptation process as a function of time the eye spends in darkness [2].
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2.3 Optical Model of The Human Eye
As noted in Chapter 1, for the design of a quality afocal optical system, a human eye
model is required. There have been literally dozens of eye models published up to
now, from very simple eyes consisting of a single refracting surface to very complex
models with more than 4,000 refracting surfaces. Some models have a gradient index
crystalline lens, some represent the gradient index with two or more homogeneous
shells, and some have a homogeneous lens [13]. In this work a fairly up-to-date and
comprehensive model of a mature human eye will be used [14]. It accounts for many
realistic factors that other models don’t; such as an offset pupil, a curved retina
surface, an inward-pointing eyeball, and a crystalline lens with two different gradient
refractive index profiles (one for the front half and a second profile for the rear half).
The pupil diameter is taken as 5 mm and the average values for radii, thicknesses and
refractive indices in Table 2.1 are used for the optical model of a mature human eye.

Cornea

Iris

Retina

Lens

Figure 2.11 Optical model of a mature human eye.
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CHAPTER 3
ABERRATION THEORY

In general, there are several factors impacting the image quality of an optical system.
Simply, these are aberrations, light diffraction, manufacturing errors, component
alignment errors and etc. The goal of an optical system designer is to minimize
aberrations. The designer should also consider to maximize the resolving power for
the desired task, to minimize system complexity and weight.

Light rays tracing through an optical system can be expressed by the refraction law
(or Snell’s law). Snell’s law describes the deviation of a ray passing from a medium
with refraction index n1 to an another medium with different refraction index n2.
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Incident Ray

Reflected Ray
I1

-I1

n1
n2
I2
Refracted Ray

Figure 3.1 Relationship between a ray incident on a plane surface and the reflected and refracted rays
[2].

n SinI  n SinI

(3.1)

Where n1 and n2 are the refraction indices of the media, I1 is the angle of incidence
and I2 is the angle of refraction. It is known that an infinite Taylor series expansion of
Sin I for an arbitrary angle is defined as;
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(3.2)

For small angles, an approximation can be made for this series. It is to replace all
sine functions with their arguments. This is known as first-order or paraxial theory
since only the first terms of the sine expansions are used.

Most of the optical system designers begin to design an optical system by using the
paraxial formulae with this approximation. These equations are accurate only for
paraxial region. Therefore, paraxial (or first-order or Gaussian) optics is usually
referred to as the optics of perfect optical systems.

However, in a real system, the angles of incidence are rather larger. Therefore, the
paraxial approximation is not valid and this causes the rays not to converge to a
single point image. To make this explanation clearer, one may assume an optical
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system with symmetry about the optical axis so that every surface is a figure of
rotation about the optical axis. Because of this symmetry, it can be defined the object
point as lying on the y axis; its distance from the optical axis is y = h, and define a
ray starting from the object point and passing through the system aperture at a point
described by its polar coordinates (s, θ). The ray intersects the image plane at the
point x′, y′ [2,15,16].

Figure 3.2 A ray from the point y = h, (x= 0) in the object passes through the optical system aperture
at a point defined by its polar coordinates, (s, θ), and intersects the image surface at x′, y′ [16].

The equations for x′ and y′ can be defined as [16]

y' = A 1 s C o s θ + A 2 h C o s θ + B 2 s 2 h (2 + C o s 2 θ ) +
(3 B 3 + B 4 )s h 2 C o s θ + B 5 h 3 + C 1s 5 C o s θ +
(C 2 + C 3 C o s 2 θ )s 4 h + (C 4 + C 6 C o s 2 θ ) s 3 h 2 C o s θ +
( C 7 + C 8 C o s 2 θ )s 2 h 3 + C 1 0 s h 4 C o s θ + C 1 2 s 7 C o s θ + ....

(3.3)
x ' = A 1s S i n θ + B 1s 3 S i n θ + B 2 s 2 h S i n 2 θ + ( B 3 + B 4 ) s h 2 S i n θ +
C 1s 5 S i n θ + C 3 s 4 h S i n 2 θ + ( C 5 + C 6 C o s 2 θ ) s 3 h 2 S i n θ +
C 9 s 2 h 3 S i n 2 θ + C 1 1 s h 4 S i n θ + D 1 s 7 S i n θ + . ..

Where A is constant and the B terms are called the third-order, or Seidel, or primary
aberrations. B1 is spherical aberration, B2 is coma, B3 is astigmatism, B4 is Petzval
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(field curvature), and B5 is distortion. Similarly, the C terms are called the fifth-order
or secondary aberrations. C1 is fifth-order spherical aberration; C2 and C3 are linear
coma; C4, C5, and C6 are oblique spherical aberration; C7, C8, and C9 are elliptical
coma; C10 and C11 are Petzval and astigmatism; and C12 is distortion. D is the
seventh-order or tertiary aberrations and etc. In this study, only primary aberrations
will be explained. There are two main type primary aberrations. These are
monochromatic and chromatic aberrations. Third-order monochromatic aberrations
are defined above and chromatic aberrations are axial (longitudinal) and lateral
(transverse) aberrations.

3.1 Monochromatic Aberrations
3.1.1 Spherical Aberration
Rays incoming a lens at different heights intersect optical axis at different points as a
result of Snell’s law. That is, the focus point of the lens varies with aperture for each
ray. This is known as spherical aberration. As the ray height at the lens increases, the
incident angle with the normal of the lens increases. Therefore, the position of the
ray intersection with the optical axis moves farther from the paraxial focus [2,9,17].
The size of the limiting stop and lens shape affect spherical aberration. Therefore,
reduce stop size, bend or split lens are a few of methods to reduce the amount of
spherical aberration.

Paraxial Focal Plane

R

A
B
TSA
LSA

C

Figure 3.3 A simple converging lens with undercorrected spherical aberration [2].
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Where LSA and TSA are longitudinal and transverse spherical aberration,
respectively. Their magnifications are simple defined as [9]
LSA  |OB|

TSA 

|OA|

(3.4)

LSA tan UR3

(3.5)

Where UR′ is the angle the ray R makes with the optical axis. Spherical aberration
with a negative sign is called undercorrected, with positive sign is called
overcorrected spherical aberration.

If an object is at an infinity distance, spherical aberration can be minimized for a
simple lens only if the ratio of the radii is arranged as [15];

r1 n + 4 − 2n 2
=
r2
n + 2n 2

(3.6)

Where n is the refractive index, r1 and r2 are the radii of the left and right surfaces of
the lens.

3.1.2 Coma
Coma is an off-axis aberration and it can be defined as the variation of the
magnification over the aperture. That is, rays that are transmitted through the lens
through different portions of the aperture stop cross the image plane at different
heights from the optical axis. In an optical system, coma occurs when rays incoming
to the system with an angle (i.e., not parallel to the optical axis) [2,9,11]. Therefore
the position of the limiting stop or entrance pupil affects the amount of coma.
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COMAT

H’p

A

H’A
B

P

B
Figure 3.4 Coma in a positive lens [2].

COM A T =H'AB -H'P

Where

(3.7)

is the height from the optical axis to the intersection of the upper and

lower rim rays, and

is the height from the axis to the intersection of the ray P with

the plane perpendicular to the axis and passing through the intersection of A and B.
The appearance of a point image formed by a comatic lens is indicated as follows.

Figure 3.5 The image of a point source is spread out into a comet-shaped flare [18].

3.1.3 Astigmatism and Field Curvature
Astigmatism and Petzval field curvature may be grouped together since the Petzval
curvature adds to the overall visual effect of the astigmatism. As these aberrations do
not vary in magnitude with aperture, they can be analyzed and isolated from the
effects of the spherical and coma aberrations by reducing the effective aperture of the
lens [18].
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Astigmatism occurs when the tangential and sagittal images do not coincide. If
astigmatism is present in an optical system, then the image of a point source is not a
point. Indeed, it takes the form of two separate lines as shown in Figure 3.6.
Between the astigmatic foci, the image is an elliptical or circular blur which is called
“the circle of least confusion” [18].

Figure 3.6 Astigmatism [15].

If only field curvature is present, all rays will cross at a point along the chief ray
which does not lie in the paraxial plane. Indeed, the images lie on a curved surface
called Petzval surface which is paraboloid in shape [18].

Figure 3.7 Field curvature for a simple lens [17].
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If astigmatism and field curvature are present together for a simple lens, the
appearance of the image plane is as follows.
Sagittal Focal Surface

Petzval Surface

Tangential Focal Surface
Optical Axis

Lens

Figure 3.8 Astigmatism and field curvature are present for a simple lens [2].

The position of the tangential and sagittal focal surfaces can change with respect to
lens or system used. If the tangential image is to the left of the sagittal image (as seen
in above figure) the astigmatism is called negative, undercorrected, or inward
(toward the lens) curving, but if the reversed case is present, then the astigmatism is
called overcorrected, or backward-curving.

3.1.4 Distortion
The distortion is the variation of magnification with field angle. When the image of
an off-axis point is formed closer to the axis as seen in Figure 3.9 (a) or farther from
the axis as seen in Figure 3.9 (c) than the image height as seen in Figure 3.9 (b) given
by the paraxial expressions, the image of an extended object is said to be distorted
[2]. There are two types of distortion. These are barrel and pincushion. Positive
distortion leads to barrel image as seen in Figure 3.9 (a) and negative distortion leads
to pincushion image as seen in Figure 3.9 (c).
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(a)

h′′

(b)

h

(c)

h

h′′

(a)

h

h′

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.9 (a) Barrel image (b) Object (c) Pincushion image [19].

3.2 Chromatic Aberrations
The refractive index of any medium except for vacuum is not constant. It varies as a
function of the wavelength of light and the properties of optical elements also vary
with wavelength. In general, the refractive index of an optical material is higher for
shorter wavelengths than for longer wavelengths. This causes the short wavelengths
to be more strongly refracted at each surface of a lens as seen in Figure 3.10 [21].
This leads to chromatic aberrations. There are two types of chromatic aberrations.
These are longitudinal axial (or axial color) and transverse axial (or lateral color)
chromatic aberrations.
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Red Light
Ray

Blue Focus

White

Red Focus

Light
Lateral
Rays
Color
Blue
Light Ray

Axial Color

Figure 3.10 Longitudinal (axial color) and transverse (lateral color) axial chromatic aberrations [2].

The longitudinal axial chromatic aberration can be simply measured in terms of the
distance between short wavelength focus point and long wavelength focus point.

Glasses can be separated in two groups with respect to their dispersion
characteristics. These are crown glass with low dispersion and flint glass with high
dispersion. Longitudinal axial chromatic aberration can be minimized by using a
positive crown and negative flint glasses together in an optical system. These glasses
can be separated or combined (called achromat). Glasses must be chosen according
to the equation (3.9) [18].

Negative Glass

Positive Glass

Figure 3.11 Achromatic doublet [2].
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f1V1 +f 2 V2 =0

(3.8)

Where f1, f2 are focal lengths and V1, V2 are abbe numbers of positive and negative
lenses, respectively. In fact, according to experimental results, if this equivalence is
smaller than 500, then the optical system which is used the human eye as a final
optical element is good as regards chromatic aberrations.

The equivalence can be written with respect to power as [15];

Φ1 =

1
ΦΦ1
=
f1
V1 − V2

(3.9)

Φ2=

1
ΦΦ 2
=
f2
V2 − V1

(3.10)

Where Φ is power of doublet, Φ1 is power of the first glass and Φ2 is power of the
second glass.
The refraction power of the lens for red color ray is smaller than that for blue color
ray. Therefore, these rays fall on the image plane at different heights. The difference
between the image heights for different these colors causes chromatic aberration
called lateral color, transverse chromatic aberration or chromatic difference of
magnification. The systems with wide field of view usually have transverse axial
chromatic aberration and it is difficult to be minimized. It can be minimized by using
anomalous dispersion glasses, but these glasses are usually expensive or diffractive
elements [16,17].

Aberrations of a riflescope with lens erecting system are seen in Table 3.1. Distortion
can only be corrected when objective is designed.
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Table 3.1 Aberrations of a riflescope [22].

Can be corrected

Can be balanced

Can‘t be controlled

Objective Part
Spherical Aberration

Astigmatism

Coma

Field curvature

Axial Color
Lateral Color
Distortion
Lens Erecting System
Spherical Aberration

Field curvature

Distortion

Coma
Astigmatism
Axial Color & Lateral
Color
Eyepiece Part
Spherical Aberration

Astigmatism

Coma

Distortion
Lateral Color

Field curvature
Axial Color
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CHAPTER 4
RIFLESCOPE DESIGN

A general riflescope system layout is seen in Figure 4.1. A riflescope usually consists
of three main parts: an objective, an erecting system which can consist of a prism or
a lens system and an eyepiece part.

A riflescope should be adequate to generate a good quality image on the retina, cost
effective and light-weight. After analyses, glass type data with respect to optical
quality and price, N-BK7 (a crown glass) and N-F2 (a flint glass) are chosen to be
used in the design. These two glasses have opposite dispersion values. That is, NBK7 crown glass has a low dispersion value (0.01558), N-F2 flint glass has a high
dispersion value (0.0274). This difference will help us to minimize chromatic
aberrations. Moreover, all lenses are planned to be designed as spherical to reduce
manufacturing cost.

The length of riflescope, exit pupil diameter and eye relief (ER) are also important
parameters to be considered. The length of riflescope should be reasonable for
practical usage. Exit pupil diameter is related to the objective diameter according
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with the magnification. Eye relief should be reasonable to prevent the eye from
hitting during a recoil.

Objective

Erecting
System

Human
Eye

ER

Eyepiece

Figure 4.1 A general riflescope system layout.

Mainly, there are three basic riflescope models. These are known as Galilean
refracting telescope, Terrestrial (erecting) refracting telescope and Astronomical
(inverting) refracting telescope.

Objective
Eyepiece

fe

D
f0
Erecting LensSystem

s1

f0

s2

fe

fe

f0

Figure 4.2 (a) Galilean refracting telescope (b) Terrestrial (or erecting) refracting telescope
(c) Astronomical (or inverting) refracting telescope [2].
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The Galilean refracting telescope has a small field of view. It is about 15-18 arcminutes. This is a major disadvantage for the design because we plan to design a
riflescope having 3 degrees (180 arc-minutes) field of view. Therefore, the Galilean
refracting telescope is not suitable to be considered as a model design.

If we chose the terrestrial (erecting) refracting telescope, then we would have to use
many lenses to design the erector system. However, this would adversely affect the
cost of the design. Therefore, the terrestrial refracting telescope is also not suitable to
be considered as a model design.

These disadvantages can’t be ignored. Therefore, the astronomical refracting
telescope will be taken as a model design. The manufacturing cost of a prism is
lower than that of a lens. Therefore, a prism can be used as an erector system in the
design to erect inverted image.

4.2 Objective Design
Objective gathers light from the object and form an image at the image plane
between erecting system and eyepiece [20]. The objective lens consists of two or
more lens elements in an achromatic or apochromatic configuration. The achromatic
doublet is the most common lens combination in standard riflescopes, but highquality riflescopes, binoculars or particularly large astronomical refracting telescopes
may have an apochromatic triplet.

The diameter of objective and its effective focal length are set as 32 mm and 224
mm, respectively. The field of view is taken as 3 degrees. Achromatic configuration
is chosen in the design. As expressed in section 3.2, this configuration reduces
aberrations especially chromatic aberrations such as axial and lateral color. After
applying many optimization processes to reduce aberrations, the final objective
design was obtained as seen in Figure 4.3. The rays with red and pink colors
represent 1.5◦ and -1.5◦, with green and yellow colors represent 1.05◦ and -1.05◦ and
with blue color represent 0◦ field of view, respectively.
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The first glass is chosen as N-BK7 with 3 mm thickness. As noted before, N-BK7 is
a crown glass and its refractive index and Abbe number are given as 1.5168 and
64.1673, respectively. The second glass is chosen as N-F2 with 1 mm thickness. NF2 is a flint glass and its refractive index and Abbe number are given as 1.620053
and 36.4309, respectively.

In general, effective focal length for a sample lens is stated as [23]

f e fl =

1
n R 1R 2
n -1 ( n -1 ) t + n ( R 2 -R 1 )

(4.1)

Where R1 and R2 are the radii of the lens surfaces, t and n are the central thickness
and refractive index of the lens, respectively.

Applying the chosen values, effective focal length of N-BK7 and N-F2 lenses can be
calculated as +100.906 mm and -182.631 mm, respectively. In this case, if the
equation (3.8) is used, the equivalence can be found as;

(fN-BK7 ) (VN-BK7) + (fN-F2 ) (VN-F2 ) ≡ 0

[(100.906)(64.1674) + (-182.631)(36.4309)] ≡ 0
[-178.531]

It was not expected that chromatic aberrations would be eliminated entirely by using
only these two lenses. As noted in section 3.2, the result smaller than 500 is accepted
as good for optical systems where the human eye is the final element as regarding to
chromatic aberrations. As seen in Figure 4.4, the longitudinal chromatic aberration of
the objective is below 300 microns. This means that longitudinal chromatic
aberration is inside the fovea. Lateral chromatic aberration of the objective is below
0.1 micron as seen in Figure 4.5. Therefore, it can be said that the optical quality of
objective with respect to chromatic aberrations is good.
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Similarly, the objective is good with respect to field curvature and distortion for
maximum field of view as seen in Figure 4.6. It can be said that almost no distortion
exist and field curvature value is smaller than that the human eye can distinguish.
Curves and lines in Figure 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 represent wavelengths corresponding to
their own colors.

Objective

Internal Focal Plane

Figure 4.3 Objective of the designed riflescope.
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Figure 4.4 Longitudinal chromatic aberration diagram of the objective.

Figure 4.5 Lateral color diagram of the objective.
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Figure 4.6 Field curvature and distortion diagrams of the objective.

4.3 Eyepiece Design
One of the most important part of a riflescope is the eyepiece. The image formed by
the objective on internal focal plane is magnified by the eyepiece. The design is
carried out as if the eyepiece were imaging an infinitely distant object through an
aperture stop located at the system exit pupil. That is, the rays are traced in the
reverse direction from the direction in which the light travels in the actual
instrument. Usually a principal ray is traced from the objective (or the aperture stop)
through the eyepiece to locate the exit pupil then an oblique bundle can be traced in
the reversed direction (from the eye) to evaluate the off-axis imagery [2,11,20].

There are six main eyepiece types. These are Huygenian, Ramsden, Kellner,
Orthoscopic, Symmetrical or Plössl and Erfle.
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Field Lens

Virtual Object

F2

Eye Lens

Real Image
Exit Pupil

Field Stop

(a)
Eye Lens

Real Object
Exit Pupil
Field Stop

Field Lens

(b)

Exit Pupil

Exit Pupil
Field Stop

(c)

(d)

Exit Pupil
(e)

(f)

(g)

Figure 4.7 (a) Huygenian eyepiece [11] (b) Ramsden eyepiece type [11] (c) Kellner eyepiece [26]
(d) The Orthoscopic eyepiece (Abbe eyepiece) [27] (e) The symmetrical or Plössl eyepiece type [26]
(f) Basic Erfle eyepiece (g) Modified Erfle eyepiece [2].
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Huygenian eyepiece (Figure 4.7 (a)) consists of two plano-convex lenses. One of
these lenses is eye lens and the other is field lens. The plane surfaces of these lenses
are directed towards the eye. The effective focal length is between these two lenses.
The spacing between these two lenses can be adjusted to minimize lateral color. This
space length is approximately equal to the average of the focal lengths of planoconvex lenses. The stop position can be adjusted to minimize coma. The Huygenian
eyepiece is used in low-power telescopes and microscopes. The disadvantages of
Huygenian eyepiece are that its eye relief length is uncomfortably short and it is not
suitable to use with a reticle [2,11,24].
Ramsden eyepiece (Figure 4.7 (b)) consists of two plano-convex lenses like
Huygenian eyepiece. However, the plane surface of field lens is not directed towards
to eye. The spacing between lenses is about 30 percent shorter than the Huygenian.
Because of this case, unlike Huygenian, the Ramsden eyepiece has an external focal
plane and so lateral color can not be fully eliminated, but having an external focal
plane makes the Ramsden eyepiece suitable to be used with a reticle [2,11,25]. The
Ramsden eyepiece is used in narrow-field telescopes and microscopes. Ramsden
eyepiece has eye relief length about 20 to 30 percent of focal length.

As mentioned above, lateral color can not be fully eliminated by using Ramsden
eyepiece. The Kellner eyepiece (Figure 4.7 (c)) is a modified Ramsden eyepiece, it is
also called an achromatic Ramsden with an achromatized eye lens. Lateral color can
be controlled by this achromatized eye lens. The refractive index of this achromatic
lens is critical. A light barium crown is usually used to keep the overcorrection of the
astigmatism from becoming too large when a wide field of view is desired. Kellner
eyepiece is generally used in low-cost binoculars. The half-field covered by these
eyepieces is more or less on the order of ±15°, depending on the performance
required. Kellner eyepiece has longer eye relief length than Huygenian and Ramsden
eyepieces [2,25,26].
The Orthoscopic eyepiece, also called Abbe eyepiece, (Figure 4.7 (d)) consists of a
plano-convex lens and a symmetrical cemented triplet. The plano-convex lens is
usually a light barium crown or light flint glass and the triplet is composed of
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borosilicate crown and dense flint glass. This eyepiece is usually better than the
Huygenian, Ramsden and Kellner eyepieces and is usually used for half-fields of
±20° to ±25°. Petzval curvature is about 20 percent less than that of the Ramsden or
Kellner, although higher-order astigmatism causes a strongly backward- curving
tangential field at angles of more than 18° or 20° from the axis. The distortion
correction of Orthoscopic eyepiece is quite good and the eye relief length is about 80
percent of focal length [2,25,26].

The symmetrical or Plössl eyepiece (Figure 4.7 (e)) consists of two achromatic
doublets. These achromatic doublets are usually identical. The crown lenses of
achromatic doublets face each other. Like the Orthoscopic eyepiece, the Plössl
eyepiece has a eye relief length about 80 percent of focal length. However, the
distortion of Plössl eyepiece is about 30 to 50 percent greater than the Orthoscopic
eyepiece. Like the Orthoscopic eyepiece, this eyepiece type is usually used for halffields of ±20° to ±25°. The Plössl eyepiece is usually used for military instruments
such as riflescopes [11,20,27].
The Erfle eyepiece (Figure 4.7 (f)) consists of two achromatic lenses and a convex
lens between achromatic lenses. This eyepiece type is usually used for half-field
about ±300 and ±350. Therefore, this eyepiece has the blargest half-field value
compared to the other type of eyepieces. Like the Orthoscopic eyepiece and Plössl
eyepiece, the Erfle eyepiece has an eye relief length about 80 percent of focal length.
However, Erfle eyepiece type has a field curvature value about 40 percent less than
that the Orthoscopic eyepiece and Plössl eyepiece have. The distortion value is about
the same as the Orthoscopic eyepiece. Erfle eyepiece usually has undercorrected
lateral color. To reduce lateral color, an achromatic center lens can be used instead of
convex lens between the other achromatic lenses as shown in Figure 4.7 (g)
[20,25,26].
After investigating these main eyepiece types with respect to aberrations, eye relief
length, maximum field of view suitable to the eyepiece, Plössl eyepiece type was
decided to be used for the design. As the objective design, N-BK7 glass for crown
lenses and N-F2 glass for flint lenses were chosen. To reduce cost of manufacture the
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achromatic doublets were designed identically. To provide 4X magnification power
for the design, the effective focal length of the eyepiece was determined as 56 mm.
In general, the exit pupil diameter of riflescopes is ranging from 5mm to 10 mm in
diameter. Since the riflescope is aimed to have 4X magnification the exit pupil
diameter was chosen as 8 mm. The crown lenses of achromatic doublets face each
other and their central thickness is 8 mm. The central thickness of flint lenses are 1
mm. The eyepiece design is seen in Figure 4.8.

Internal Focal Plane

Eyepiece

Figure 4.8 Eyepiece of designed riflescope.
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Exit Pupil

Figure 4.9 Field curvature and distortion values of eyepiece.

Although, the minimization of distortion is very difficult as shown in Table 3.1,
distortion for the eyepiece are less than 2%. Similarly, field of curvature for the
eyepiece is less than 0.2 mm.

The system as seen in Figure 4.10 can be obtained by combining the eyepiece with
the objective. After the combination, an optimization process was applied to the
system to increase the quality of the system. To see the external focal plane of the
riflescope a paraxial lens was used on the exit pupil of the system. Paraxial lens is a
perfect unaberrated lens. Therefore, it will not affect the performance of the design
either positively or negatively.
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Objective

Internal Focal Plane

Paraxial Lens

Eyepiece

Focal Plane

Figure 4.10 Riflescope system with paraxial lens.

Figure 4.11 Field curvature and distortion values of the system with paraxial lens.
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For the combination of objective and eyepiece system, the distortion is less than the
acceptable value 2% and field curvature is less than 2 mm as seen in Figure 4.11.

The designed system up to now (Figure 4.10) generates an inverse image on the focal
plane. This inverse image can be erected by an erecting system.

4.4 Erecting Systems
The objective lens generates an inverted image of the object. Then, this image is
viewed through the eyepiece. The image seen by the eye is inverted both in
horizontal and vertical directions as indicated in Figure 4.12 [2,11,26]. To eliminate
the inconvenience of viewing an inverted image, an erecting system is usually used
so that the inverted image can be reinverted to its proper orientation. A prism system
or a lens system can be used as an erecting system.
Virtual image seen by eye

Object

Eyelens

Objective Lens
Internal Image
Figure 4.12 A simple configuration of a riflescope without the erecting system [2].

4.4.1 Erecting Lens System
A riflescope should consist of positive objective and eyepiece if a lens system is used
as erecting system. This lens erecting system is installed in between objective and
eyepiece (Figure 4.13). Lens erecting system forms the image formed by the
objective onto the focal plane of the eye lens. Since it inverts the image in the
process, the final image presented to the eye is erected. The advantage of using the
lens erecting system is that the designer has more free surfaces to optimize overall
system and so aberrations can be minimized and quality of the images increased. On
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the other hand, this increases the cost, weight, total track and transmission loss of the
riflescope which can not be ignored. Because of these disadvantages a lens erecting
system is not used in the design of the riflescope.

Objective

Lens Erecting System

f0

s1

s2

Eyepiece

fe

Figure 4.13 A simple riflescope with lens erecting system [2].

4.4.2 Erecting Prism System
There are several reasons to use prisms for the erecting system. The first reason is
that the production of prisms is usually easier and cheaper than the production of
lenses. Therefore, the cost of a riflescope with an erecting prism system is lower than
the cost of riflescope with an erecting lens system. The second; erecting prism
systems cause to decrease the total track of the overall system so that the riflescope
will be shorter, lighter and so more useful. Finally, the alignment process of erecting
prism system is easier. Therefore, rather than erecting lens systems, erecting prism
systems are preferred and we also choose to use prism for the design.

The important point for designers is that prisms must be included in the design
process if they are “inside” the system, since they contribute to the aberration which
must be offset by the objective and eyepiece. Prisms can be introduced into the
calculation as plane parallel plates of appropriate thickness [2].

Some prisms cause the longitudinal and lateral displacement of the image. A
designer should take into account these displacements when prisms are used as an
erecting system in the design. The amount of longitudinal displacement (S) and
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lateral displacement (δ) of the image for small angles are shown in Figure 4.14 with
the corresponding equations 4.2 and 4.3 [14,20,23].

n
θ

S

δ

t

t

Figure 4.14 Longitudinal (left) and lateral (right) displacement of a parallel plate [14].

S=

n −1
t
n

(4.2)

δ≅

n −1
tθ
n

(4.3)

Image transformation can be classified in four basic groups. These are reflection
about any axis at an angle θ, rotation by an angle θ, inversion (reflection about a
horizontal axis) and reversion (reflection about a vertical axis). These
transformations can be seen in Figure 4.15 [28].
The constructed image on the focal plane can be erected with just a 180◦ rotation. An
even number of inversions, reversions, and reflections is equivalent to a rotation of
180◦. On the other hand, an odd number of reflections always give a non-readable
image. Any single reflection of the observed light beam produces a reflection,
reversion, or inversion of the image. An important conclusion is that an image
observed through a deflecting prism is readable if it is reflected an even number of
times. Two consecutive transformations may be combined to produce another
transformation as follows [24,28,29].
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Inversion + Reversion = Rotation by 180
Inversion + Rotation by 180 = Reversion
Reversion +Rotation by 90 = Reflection at 45

Figure 4.15 Image transformations [28].

Prisms can be divided in four main groups. These are dispersive, grating, reflective
and polarizing prisms. In this study, we only investigate reflective prisms. There are
eight main reflective prisms. These are Right Angle, Amici Roof, Wollaston, Penta,
Porro, Porro-Abbe, Abbe-Köning, Dove and Schmidt-Pechan.

The simplest of all prisms is the Right-Angle prism (Figure 4.16 (a)) which refracts
the output beam by 90◦ with respect to the incoming beam direction. The image
produced by this prism is not readable since there is only one reflection as shown in
Figure 4.16 (a), but this prism can be modified to produce a readable image. This is
accomplished by substituting the hypotenuse side by a couple of mutually
perpendicular faces, forming a roof, to obtain an Amici prism (Figure 4.16 (b)).
Amici prisms are expensive because the 90◦ roof angle must be held to about 3 or 4
arc seconds [23,28,29].
In the Wollaston prism (Figure 4.16 (c)) both reflecting surfaces form a 45◦ angle and
the deflecting angle is 90◦. The Penta prism shown in Figure 4.16 (d) neither inverts
nor reverses the image. Its function is to deviate the line of sight by 90◦. It has the
valuable property of being a constant-deviation prism, in that it deviates the line of
sight through the same angle regardless of its orientation to the line of sight [23,24]
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(a)

(b)

Silvered

Silvered
(d)

(c)
Inverted image from objective

(e)

Erected image
presented to eyepiece

(f)

Object
(g)

Image

(h)

Figure 4.16 (a) Right-Angle prism (b) Amici prism (c) Wollaston prism [28] (d) Penta prism [2]
(e)The Porro prism [2] (f) Abbe-König prism [2] (g) Dove prism [28] (h) The Schmidt–Pechan prism
[2].
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The most commonly used erecting prism system is Porro prism (Figure 4.16 (e)).
Porro prism is usually used in binoculars. Porro system consists of two right-angle
prisms oriented at 90° to each other. The first prism inverts the image from top to
bottom and the second prism reverses it from left to right. The optical axis is
displaced laterally, but is not deviated. The Porro prism owes its popularity to the
fact that the 45°–90°–45° prisms are relatively easy and inexpensive to manufacture,
with no critical tolerances [23,25].

The Abbe-König prism shown in Figure 4.16 (f) is also an erecting prism. It can be
used to erect an image without displacing the axis. The roof is necessary to provide
the left-to-right reversal of the image and the roof angle must be made accurately to
avoid image doubling [2,27].

Prisms changing only the image orientation are known as inversion or reversion
prisms. In order to produce an image, these prisms must have an odd number of
reflections. The simplest of these prisms has a single reflection, as shown in Figure
4.16 (g). This is a single rectangular prism which is used in a configuration called a
Dove prism.

The Schmidt–Pechan prism (Figure 4.16 (h)) consists of two prisms with a small air
gap between them. There are a total of five reflections. This means that a righthanded image entering the prism is changed to a left-handed image after the prism.
All five reflections have a common plane of incidence and the image is inverted in
that plane. In the direction which is normal to the common plane of incidence, there
is no change in the image orientation [2,25].

In the riflescope design, the Schmidt–Pechan prism is used as an erecting system to
erect the inversed image as seen in Figure 4.17. The glass used to design the prism
was chosen as N-BK7 because of its low cost. Reticle can be inserted easily on the
right surface of the prism.
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Figure 4.17 The Schmidt–Pechan prism used in the design.

After being inserted the Schmidt–Pechan prism the total track of the system is
reduced from 358.888 mm to 135.853 mm. Because of this decrease in the total
length the mechanical weight is reduced and so we have a lighter riflescope; a shorter
riflescope is thermally more stable, more resistive to the vibrations and easy to use.

Figure 4.18 The overall system with the Schmidt–Pechan prism.
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Figure 4.19 Field curvature and distortion for the overall.

The field curvature and distortion diagrams of the overall system with paraxial lens
are seen in Figure 4.19. Field curvature is less than 2 mm and distortion is less than
0.5 %.

4.5 Eye Relief
The final image should be far enough behind the eyepiece so that riflescope will not
hit the eye during recoil. The distance from the last optical surface of the system to
the exit pupil is called the eye relief. The eye relief should be at least 10 mm to
provide enough space for eye lashes, 15 mm for a more comfortable viewing or even
20 mm for people wearing eyeglasses. For riflescopes the eye relief should be even
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larger, at least 60 mm to give enough space for the rifle to recoil. The eye relief
length can be calculated by the following equation [11].

f0

fe

ER

Figure 4.20 A simple riflescope design [2].

Eye relief = ER =

(f o + f e )f e
fo

(4.4)

Where fo and fe are the effective focal lengths of objective and eyepiece, respectively.
If a lens system is used as an erecting system as seen in Figure 4.13 then eye relief
can be calculated by using the following equation [2]

M 2 (E R )L − f o  M 2 (E R ) + L 
fe =
2
M 2  ( E R ) + L  − f o ( M − 1 )

(4.5)

Where L=fo–s1+s +fe and M is magnification or magnifying power (MP) of the
riflescope and it will be explained in the next chapter in detail.
Eye relief length of the designed riflescope is calculated by using equation (4.4) as;
ER =

216 + 54
54 = 67.5 mm
216
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CHAPTER 5
OPTICAL PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
OF
THE DESIGNED RIFLESCOPE
The most important function of a riflescope is to enlarge the image on the retina of
the eye. This is accomplished by constructing an image which subtends a larger
angle (from the eye) than does the object. The angular magnification or magnifying
power (MP) of a riflescope is defined as the ratio between the angle subtended by the
image (ue) and the angle subtended by the object (uo) [2,12,21].

Objective

Chief Ray

Eyepiece
ue

uo
D
Exit Pupil
fo

fe

Figure 5.1 A simple riflescope design [21].
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(d)

M P=

Angle subtended by the im age u e
=
Angle subtended by the object u o

(5.1)

Where uo and ue represent the real angular field of view and the apparent field of
view of the riflescope, respectively. Thus, for small angles, equation (5.1) defines the
relationship between the real angular field of view and the apparent field of view. If
large angles are present then the tangents of the half-field angles should be
substituted in this expression. Moreover, for small angles, the height of the internal
image formed by the objective part is defined as

h= uo fo = -ue fe

(5.2)

Therefore, the angular magnification of the riflescopes can also be defined as;

MP =

A ngle subtended by the im age u e
=
Angle subtended by the object u o

==

Focal length of objective (f o )
Focal length of eyepiece (f e )

(5.3)

E ntrance pupil diam eter (D )
E xit pupil diam eter (d)

In this case, the angular magnification power of the riflescope design is

MP =

− 24 °
224mm
=−
= − 4X
°
56mm
6

(5.4)

Where X is the symbol used to define magnification power. After the design process,
a magnification power of -3.940 X is obtained. This is a successful result since the
acceptable tolerance for magnification power is ± 2 %. A positive magnification
indicates an erect image and a negative magnification indicates an inverse image. We
have an inverse image since a negative magnification is present. Therefore, as noted
in Chapter 4, we used Schmidt-Pechan prism to erect the image.

If lenses are used as an erecting system as seen in Figure 4.13 then the angular
magnification is defined as [2];
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MP = −

fo s2
f e s1

(5.5)

Where s1 and s2 are the erector conjugates as shown. s1, s2 and the effective focal
length (fr) of erecting lens system are defined as [2]

s1 =

s

2

−f o ( L − f o − f e )

( MP ) f

= −

fr =

s1

e

(M

(5.6)

+ fo

P

)f

e

(M

=

fo

) f (L
 ( M P ) f
P

e

s 1s 2
s1 − s 2

− fo − fe
e

+ f o 

)

(5.7)

(5.8)

The image of a point source formed by a perfect optical system with a uniformly
transmitting circular aperture is a diffraction pattern which consists of a circular
central bright patch. It is called the Airy disk surrounded by changing dark and bright
concentric rings. The Airy disk contains about 84 percent of the energy in the image.
The illumination level in the other rings falls off quite rapidly as seen in Figure 5.2.
The first bright ring has a diameter given by [12]

Airy Disk Diameter  2.44

λ f;
D

 2.44 λ =f/# @

(5.9)

Where λ is the wavelength, fefl is the effective focal length and D is the clear aperture
of the system.

If two points are separated by the radius of airy disk, then they can be clearly
resolved. This criterion is known as The Rayleigh criterion and it can be defined as
[11,12];

Rayleigh separation  0.61

λ
NA

 1.22 λ =f/#@
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(5. 10)

Where NA is the numerical aperture of the imaging cone of light and NA ≈ 1/(2f /#)
for small angles.

Airy Disk

Figure 5.2 Airy disk (above) [30] and the diffraction pattern (below) [12].

Figure 5.3 Rayleigh limit and Dawes limit criteria [31].

The resolution of an optical system is expressed angularly if the object is at infinity.
In this case, the separation corresponding to the Rayleigh criterion is defined as
follows [11,26].
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Rayleigh angular separation 

. λ
D

radians

(5.11)

This criteria can be adapted the design to determine the resolution limit. It is known
that the resolution of the human eye is at best about one arc-minute. That is, if two
objects are separated by an angle one arc-minute then eye can resolve the objects.
Therefore, assume two objects which are to be resolved are separated by an angle α,
after being magnified by a riflescope their images will be separated as (MP)α.
Therefore, if (MP)α exceeds one minute of arc, then the eye will be able to separate
the two images. On the other hand, if (MP)α is less than one minute of arc, the two
objects will not be seen as separate and distinct [2,11,22]. Thus, the magnification of
a riflescope should be chosen as;

MP L



(5.12)

α

Riflescope designed in this study has 4X magnifying power. Thus, from equation
(5.12), α can be calculated as 0.25 arc-minute. Therefore, it can be said that if two
objects are separated at least by an angle 0.25 arc minute (about 0.004175 ), then the
eye will be able to separate the images of them by using the riflescope designed in
this study. Moreover, the design can just resolve two objects at 2 km only if the
distance between objects is at least 58.2 cm. Similarly, the design can just resolve
two objects which have distance of 6 cm from each other at about 206.3 m.

2 km

X=58.2 cm

Figurative Samples of
The Design
6 cm
X = 206.3 m

Figure 5.4 Resolution criteria for the design.
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The image quality of the overall system with paraxial lens was analysed. However, it
is known that the final image of a riflescope is formed on the retina. Therefore, to
evaluate the image quality of the design much more realistic, we inserted the optical
model of the human eye designed for this study in section 2.3 on the exit pupil of the
system as seen in Figure 5.5. The cross-section of the model human eye in the system
is seen in Figure 5.6.

Field curvature of the system with paraxial lens seen in Figure 4.18 is less than 2
mm. After inserting the model human eye, the field curvature drops below 0.1 mm
and the distortion does not change so much. It can be said that the distortion has
nearly the same value as seen in Figure 5.7.

Similarly, the system with the model human eye has high quality with respect to
longitudinal and lateral color. Longitudinal color is below 0.1 mm for blue
wavelength and below 0.2 mm for red and green wavelengths (Figure 5.8). Lateral
color is almost zero for red and green wavelengths and below 5 microns for blue
wavelength as seen in Figure 5.9.
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Objective

Schmidt-Pechan Prism

Eyepiece

Model
Human Eye

Internal Focal Plane

Figure 5.5 Riflescope with model human eye.

Cornea

Retina

Figure 5.6 The cross-section of the human eye in the system.
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Figure 5.7 Field curvature and distortion diagrams of the system with model human eye.

Figure 5.8 Longitudinal aberration diagram of the system with model human eye.
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Figure 5.9 Lateral aberration diagram of the system with model human eye.

As noted in Table 2.1, the diameter of the retina is about 24 mm. This means that 1.5
degrees correspond to 12 mm since the full field of view of the design is 3 degrees.
Therefore, the vertical distance between each horizontal line corresponds to 1.2 mm
in the field curvature and distortion diagram. In this case, the region shown with dark
blue color approximately equals to the half diameter of the fovea (150 microns) in
vertical direction. As a result, it can be said that almost no distortion exists on the
fovea. On the other hand, in horizontal direction, the maximum field curvature is
below 100 microns and this value is inside the fovea. These show that the design
generates a high quality image on the fovea.

The percent efficiency of an optical system is defined as [8]

∑W

% E  ∑W
Q
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(5.13)

Where the sum of Wi represents the unvignetted energy of rays on entrance pupil and
the sum of Wj represents the unvignetted energy of rays on exit pupil.

The total power transfer of the design is about 90.8 % as seen in Figure 5.10.
According to the explanation for image diagram in Chapter 1, it can be said that the
design has a good image quality.

Figure 5.10 Image diagram of the system with model human eye.

As seen in Figure 5.11, the system is good with respect to coma, astigmatism, field
curvature, distortion, axial color and lateral color. However, the system has spherical
aberration. The effect of the spherical aberration can be analysed by using Seidel
aberration coefficients.

From Table 5.1, it can be seen that the maximum aberration of the system comes
from spherical aberration and its value is 15.23 microns. However, this value can’t
be distinguished by the human eye. Therefore, it can be said that the system has a
good image quality with respect to all types of aberration.
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Figure 5.11 Seidel diagram of the system with model human eye.

Table 5.1 Seidel aberration coefficients of the system with model human eye.

Seidel aberration
coefficients

Aberration value in waves
(wavelength is 0.587 µm)

Aberration value
in micron

Spherical Aberration

25.950

15.2

Coma

-2.541

-1.5

Astigmatism

0.580

0.3

Field Curvature

5.376

4.7

Distortion

-5.043

-2.9

Axial Color

1.810

1.1

Lateral Color

0.148

0.1
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CHAPTER 6
DISCUSSION, CONCLUSION
AND
RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
In this study an optical design was made for a riflescope working in visible range
(400 – 700 nm). Although riflescopes are one of the most popular optical instrument,
the technical literature on their design and performance details are very scarce.
Therefore, it is thought that this study will be an important contribution to the
technical literature of riflescopes.

In the beginning, the objective having 32 mm aperture diameter and 224 mm
effective focal length was designed. The objective was designed as achromatic lens
to reduce longitudinal and lateral chromatic aberrations. After recursive optimization
steps a high performance objective was obtained. The longitudinal and lateral
chromatic aberrations are below 300 microns and 100 microns as seen in Figure 4.4
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and 4.5. The field curvature is below 0.5 mm and almost no distortion exists (Figure
4.6).

It is known that the eye relief of a riflescope should be at least 60 mm to prevent the
user from any injury during recoil of the rifle. Therefore, symmetrical or Plössl
eyepiece type having 8 mm aperture diameter and 56 mm effective focal length was
decided to use. In order to obtain high performance eyepiece the similar optimization
steps are repeated. The field curvature of the resulting eyepiece is below 0.1 mm and
the distortion is below 1 % as seen in Figure 4.9.

As seen in Figure 4.10, the system generates an inverse image. Therefore, the
Schmidt–Pechan prism was used to erect this inverse image. The total length of the
design is reduced from 358.888 mm to 135.853 mm after using the prism.

Then, an optical model of the human eye is introduced to the overall design to
evaluate the optical performance of the system much more realistic. The field
curvature of the system with the human eye model is below 0.1 mm and distortion is
below 0.5 mm (Figure 5.7). Similarly, longitudinal color is below 0.1 mm for blue
wavelength and below 0.2 mm for red and green wavelengths (Figure 5.8). Lateral
color is almost zero for red and green wavelengths and below 5 microns for blue
wavelength as seen in Figure 5.9.

The optical parameters determined before the design and obtained after analysis of
the design can be seen in Table 6.1. From the table, it can be said that determined
optical parameters such as optical power, full field of view and exit pupil diameter
were obtained within acceptable error rates.
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Table 6.1 Optical parameters of the system.

Optical Parameters

Determined

Obtained

4X

3.94

3 degrees

2.95 degrees

Entrance pupil diameter

32 mm

32 mm

Exit pupil diameter

8 mm

7.98 mm

Eye relief

> 60mm

~ 67.5 mm

Distortion

< 2 % f-tanθ over the full

< 0.5 % f-tanθ over the

field of view

full field of view

Optical power
Full field of view

Only two glass types are used for the lenses. These are N-BK7 and N-F2. These
glasses are chosen because of their low-cost. If higher quality glasses were used, then
the optical performance would be increased. Moreover, instead of a prism lenses can
be used for the erecting system to reduce the aberrations further. This, of course,
affects the image quality positively.
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APPENDIX A
ABERRATIONS

The functional dependence of monochromatic and chromatic aberrations on aperture
and image height is seen in Table A.1. The aberration depending both aperture and
image height is transverse coma. Longitudinal axial chromatic aberration depends
neither aperture nor image height because this aberration is related with refractive
index of glasses.
Table A.1 Functional dependence of primary aberrations on aperture and image height [10].

Semi aperture (y)

Image height (h′)

y2
y3
S4

None

y2
S y =(x2 +y2)y

h′

None
y
S2 +2y2 =x2 +3y2

(h′)2

Astigmatism

Longitudinal
Transverse
Wavefront

Petzval
Curvature

Longitudinal
Wavefront

None
S2

(h′)2

Distortion

Transverse
Wavefront

None
y

(h′)3

Axial Chromatic
Aberration

Longitudinal
Transverse
Wavefront

None
y
S2

None

Magnification
Chromatic
Aberration

Transverse
Wavefront

None
y

h′

Spherical
Aberration

Longitudinal
Transverse
Wavefront

Coma

Transverse
Wave front

2
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The variation of the aberrations with lens shape is seen as follow. The stop is located
in the “natural” position (i.e. coma is free) for each shape. Spherical aberration,
distortion and lateral color are low for positive plano-convex lens shape.

Figure A.1 The variation of the aberrations with lens shape when the stop is located in the “natural”
(coma free) position for each shape [2].
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APPENDIX B
THE FULL FIELD OF VIEW

The angular field of view of the design is 2.95 degrees. The full field of view at 2 km
can be calculated as;

θ/2=1.495
0

X
32
X

Objective
θ/2= 1.4950
2 km
Figure B.1 The full field of view as length in meters.

X = (2 km) .tan 1.4750 = 51.5m
2X = 103 m
The full field of view = 103 + 0.032 =103.032 m
Actually, the full field of view is the length of a curve. However, at two kilometers
the difference between the length of a curve and the length of a straight line is so
small that it can be negligible.
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APPENDIX C
SYSTEM PRESCRIPTION DATA

Table C.1 System prescription data.

GENERAL LENS DATA:

System Aperture

: Entrance Pupil Diameter = 32

Glass Catalogs

: SCHOTT

Ray Aiming

: Off

Apodization

: Uniform, factor = 0.00000E+000

Temperature (C)

:

2.00000E+001

Pressure (ATM)

:

1.00000E+000

Adjust Index Data To Environment : On

Effective Focal Length

: 1.874036 (in air at system temperature and pressure)

Effective Focal Length

: 1.874036 (in image space)

Back Focal Length

: 47.69528

Total Track

: 135.853
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Image Space F/#

: 0.05856361

Paraxial Working F/#

: 12.33584

Working F/#

: 12.35078

Image Space NA

: 0.04046059

Object Space NA

: 1.6e-009

Stop Radius

: 16

Paraxial Image Height

: 9.677417

Paraxial Magnification

:0

Entrance Pupil Diameter

: 32

Entrance Pupil Position

: 0

Exit Pupil Diameter

: 7.989296

Exit Pupil Position

: -99.25266

Field Type: Angle in degrees
Maximum Radial Field

: 1.5

Primary Wavelength

: 0.5875618 µm

Lens Units: Millimeters
Angular Magnification
Fields

: 3.940264

:5
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Field Type: Angle in degrees
#

X-Value

Y-Value

Weight

1

0.000000

0.000000

1.000000

2

0.000000

0.750000

1.000000

3

0.000000

1.500000

1.000000

4

0.000000

-0.750000

1.000000

5

0.000000

-1.500000

1.000000
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